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Welcome to Rooney’s Hire Zambia. Known throughout Southern Africa for our amazing selection, 
great customer service, and can-do attitude, Rooney’s has the rental equipment to make your 
event spectacular.

Our extensive inventory will suit any occasion: your dream wedding, the annual ball, or a charity 
fundraiser.

Every event is enhanced by speciality rental items, knowledgeable experienced staff, and 
professional service. Whether a wedding in Livingstone, a corporate cocktail party at one of our 
many local venues, or an intimate dinner on the patio; Rooney’s Hire Zambia can handle all your 
rental needs...It’s no wonder more people have been calling on Rooney’s Hire Zambia for over 60 
years than any other party rental company to make their affair an unforgettable event.

“PASSIONATELY CREATING EVENTS IN AFRICA FOR OVER 60 YEARS”

WELCOME



When you need someone
who has seen it all and done it all,
we have you covered!
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CLEARSPANS
Being the leading supplier of Event Infrastructure in Zambia for 16 years, and in the Southern African 
region for over 60 years, at Rooney’s we pride ourselves in offering our clients only the best and widest 
range of Event Infrastructure for any event that you may be hosting.

The best events call for the best equipment, and 
that’s why more people call on Rooney’s Hire Zambia 
than any other event rental company. Rooney’s is 
able to offer our clients the widest range in Zambia 
of Clearspan Structures ranging in width from 9m 
up to 15m. All of Rooney’s structures are engineered 
to the highest safety standards using only the best 
materials and manufacturers in the world.
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CLEARSPANS
15m CLEARSPAN STRUCTURES

10m CLEARSPAN STRUCTURES
4.20m

2.30m

3.0m

3.0m

10.0m

10.0m

5.0m

15.0m

4.80m

2.60m

7.50m

15.0m
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9m CLEARSPAN STRUCTURES

3.0m

9.0m

4.80m

2.60m

4.50m

9.0m
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CANADIANS
CANADIAN 12m x 6m

CANADIAN 9m x 9m

6.00m

9.00m

9.00m

3.00m
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CANADIAN 6m x 6m

CANADIAN 6m x 3m
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PINNACLES

PINNACLE 6m x 6m

PINNACLE 5m x 5m
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PINNACLE 4m x 4m

PINNACLE 3m x 3m
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FREE FORM TENTS
Rooney’s is proud to stock the FreeForm range of tents. Offering you a stylish, cost effective option 
for a cover at your next event, the stretch tent or Bedouin tent is ideal for any garden or corporate 
function. Our Lounge and cocktail furniture is a great accessory to these modern unique tents.

Silver -10m x 15m FreeForm
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PEG AND POLE
An elegantly draped peg and pole marquee in the garden is an ideal romantic wedding setting. 

Rooney’s Peg and Pole range of marquees offers our clients a very cost effective option to host any event 
in a unique setting. 

Rooney’s is proud to stock Zambia’s largest marquee. 
It is able to be extended up to 60m offering 1440 
square meters under one roof! This marquee is ideal 
for exhibitions, conferences and church functions.

Uprights: 10
Height: 10.50m
Length: 60.00m
Width: 24.00m

60m x 24m King Pole

Using a traditional peg and pole system, this marquee 
is ideal for any large event. A firm favorite in the market 
for large weddings and celebrations - this marquee will 
make a huge impression on your event.

Uprights: 6
Height: 10.50m
Length: 36.00m
Width: 24.00m

36m x 24m King Pole
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Rooney’s has been stocking this best seller tent for 
over 30 years - it is widely used in the market for any 
medium sized event, you can’t go wrong with this 
traditional peg and pole marquee.

Uprights: 12
Height: 7.1m
Length: 60.00m
Width: 24.00m

60m x 24m Twin Pole

Following in the footsteps of it’s larger sister tent this 
marquee has done Rooney’s and our clients proud 
over the years. It is perfect for any medium sized 
event ,be it a wedding or a corporate cocktail party.

Uprights: 8
Heights: 7.10m
Length: 40.00m
Width: 24.00m

40m x 24m Twin pole

One of the smaller peg and pole marquees Rooney’s 
offers, our 30x 24m marquee is a top choice for any 
small intimate affair.

Uprights: 6
Height: 7.1m
Length: 30.00m
Width: 24.00m

30m x 24m Twin Pole
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Uprights: 5
Height: 7.10m
Length: 45.00m
Width: 15.00m

Rooney’s is proud to stock this 30m Centre Pole, 
which is able to be extended up to 60m. This marquee 
is ideal for exhibitions, conferences and church 
functions.

Uprights: 3
Height: 7.10m
Length: 30.00m
Width: 15.00m

45m x 15m Centre Pole

30m x 15m Centre Pole

A firm favorite in the market for medium to large 
weddings and celebrations

Uprights: 4
Height: 7.10m
Length: 38.00m
Width: 15.00m

38m x 15m Centre Pole

PEG AND POLE
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Also uses the peg and pole system, this marquee is 
ideal for medium-sized event. Also a firm favorite in 
the market.

Uprights: 2

Also uses traditional peg and pole system and is also a
favorite in the market.

Height: 7.10m
Length: 22.00m
Width: 15.00m

Uprights: 2
Height: 7.10m

Length: 15.00m
Width: 15.00m

Uprights: 4
Height: 7.10m

Length: 12.00m
Width: 18.00m

Uprights: 4
Height: 7.10m

Length: 12.00m
Width: 9.00m

12m x 18m Alpine 12m x 9m Alpine

22m x 15m Centre Pole

15m x 15m Centre Pole
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FLOORING AND CARPETING
Flooring no Carpet Flooring and Carpet

Dancefloor | Flooring | Carpet

Red Rope Stands, Grey Carpet

Dancefloor

Red Carpet and Rope Stands
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48inch, Single Phase Evaporative Coolers Mushroom Gas heater

Fans

CLIMATE CONTROL
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FURNITURE
Trestle Tables dressed with Crystal Tiffany Chairs

Trestle Tables with Executive Chairs dressed
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Cafe Tables dressed , Wimbledon Chairs, Black 
and White Dancefloor Lounge Setting- Various Cubed furniture

Umbrellas, Trestle tables and Banquet Chairs Dressed Round Tables with Crystal
Tiffany Chairs

Ascot Cocktail Tables and Moon Bar Chairs Crystal Tiffany Chairs
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FURNITURE
Cubed furniture in Clearspan Half Moon Ottomans, Bar Counters

RHZ White Furniture Cocktail tables and Cubed Furniture

Cafe tables dressed with Wimbledon chairs Cocktail Tables, Bar Chairs, Pinnacles, 
Cafe Tables dressed
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Crystal Tiffany and dressed round tables Rectangular tables with dressed 
banqueting chairs

Setup in Clearspan - Rectangular Table and 
Banqueting Chairs

Trestle Tables & Ancona dressed -
Tiffany’s Canyon

Wedding Ceremony - Ancona Dressed
Umbrellas, Trestle tables and 
banquet chairs- Sundeck Tiffany’s 
Canyon
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FURNITURE & CATERING

Black Metallic
Bar Stool

Black Moon
Bar Chair

White Cubed Rectagular Table - 
black cover and without cover

10 Round with Black Banquet 
Chair Covers

Round table with white cloth & 
dressed ancona

Chrome Coffee 
Rectangular Table

Chrome Rectangular 
Cocktail Table

Chrome Square 
Coffee Table

Chrome Small 
Cocktail Table

NC Chrome
Bar Stool

White Moon
Bar Chair

White Metallic
Bar Stool

Perspex
Podium

Cubed Ottomans -
Black Cover Large Rectangular

Cubed Table

Trestle table 1.8m with 
black Tablecloth

Trestle table 1.8m with 
White Tablecloth

10 Seater Round Table with 
Black tablecloth

Oval 10 seater dressed 
with Ghost Chairs

Round 10 seater-
white cloth

10 seater Rectangular Table 
(1.2m x2.4m) with Ghost 

10 Seater Round with Ghost 
Chairs with cushions

Round 10 seater
no cloth

Oval 10 seater and wimbledon 
chairs - dressed in white

10 seater round with black table 
cloth and ghost chairs

Large Rectangular Cubed 
Table with Black Cover

Cubed Ottomans -
White Cube
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Black One seater Sofa

Mug, Sugar Bowl, 
Milk Jug, Salt/Pepper 

Shakers, Tea Cup/Spoon

Square Bowl, Butter 
Dish, Gravy Boat, 

Ramequin, Ash Tray
Glass Bowl and
Melamine Bowl

Red Carpet

Whiskey| Highball| Beer 
or Zombie | Long| Martini| 

Champagne | Red | White Wine 
glasses

10 Seater Round Table, Crystal 
Tiffany Chairs

Fibreglass Cocktail Tables- Black, White 
and Red Covers

Wooden Cocktail Tables with 
Black and White Covers

Ascot Cocktail Tables- Aqua 
and White Covers

NC Cocktail Tables in White 
and Black Covers

Ascot Cocktail Tables with 
Yellow and Royal Blue Covers Black Two seater Sofa

Ancona, Banqueting, Tiffany 
Crystal, Ghost

Black Charger Plates, 
Round 10 seater, with 

Ancona Chairs and white 
covers

Red Charger Plates on 10 
seater Round Table with 
Ancona Chairs and white 

covers

10 Seater Round with 
banqueting chairs

10 Seater Round with White 
Covers on Banquet Chairs

Red Two Seater Sofa

Beige Two Seater Sofa

Dressed Banqueting 
chairs - Black, White & 

Red

10 Round with Black Banquet 
Chair Covers

10 Seater Round with Red 
Covers on Banquet Chairs

Kitchen Tray

Black
non-slip Tray

2 Gallon Urn Cooling Bin
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LIGHTING
FAIRY LIGHTS AT NIGHT

FAIRY LIGHTS IN CLEARSPAN
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Fluorescent Tubes

Chandeliers

Fairylights - Warm or Led

Power Cables
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CLEARSPAN INSTALLATION
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AERIAL PICS
AGRITECH ISUZU FOOD AND FLAMES 2019

BAREFEET CLEARSPAN AT INTERCONTINENTAL
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ISUZU FOOD AND FLAMES 2019 ZADS 2017 TTWS 2018

CLEARSPAN AT INTERCONTINENTAL STANBIC AUTOSHOW 2018ZADS 2018
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VARIOUS SETUPS
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STAFF

Prethi

Corrin Mutinta

Rae Anne
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1. While all care and precautions have been taken, 
Rooney’s do not accept liability for direct, indirect or 
consequential loss, injury or damage suffered by the 
Hirer, or any servant, agent or member of the Hirer’s 
household, arising out of any defects. Whether 
patent, in equipment out of hire.

2. The equipment hereby hired shall be at the sole 
risk of the hirer, who shall be liable and responsible 
for any damage to or destruction of or loss of such 
equipment howsoever caused, including vis major, 
casus fortuitus or act of any third party, from the 
time of delivery to the hirer until redelivery of the 
equipment to the premises of Rooneys.

3. Rooney’s can not accept any liability for any 
equipment damaged that has been supplied to an 
event by a third party, it is recommended that the 
hirer or the third party takes out additional insurance 
for that particular event.

4. On paying a deposit against your order or signing 
the order / delivery note, the Hirer acknowledges the 
Rooney’s Conditions of Hire and agrees to the terms 
and conditions laid out.

5. Interest will be charged on all overdue accounts at 
the current bank lending rate plus 2%.

6. All orders are to be paid in full before delivery or 
collection, until the order is paid in full it will remain 
as a quotation and is subject to change without 
notice.

7. Items will only be booked for the Hirer once the 
order has been paid for.

8. All orders will include a refundable deposit, which 
will cover the Hirer against goods that are damaged 
or lost. Any good that is damaged or lost will be 
charged for and deducted off the refundable 
deposit. All refundable deposits not collected with in 
3 months will be written off.

9. Mileage will be charged for on all deliveries and 
collections. Any order that requires a second delivery 
due to client’s additions will be charged for.

10. Hire charges do not include the installing or set 
up of such items as fairy lights, chairs, tables, linen, 
cutlery, crockery etc. Rates for set up of equipment 
are available on application.

11. Hired equipment is not insured once it leaves 
Rooney’s premises. It is the responsibility of the 
client to ensure the security of all Hired equipment.

12. While great care is taken by our trained packing staff, 
all breakages and damage to equipment in transit or 

while in use will be charged for in addition to the hire 
charges.

13. Rooney’s cannot accept any responsibility for any 
damage that our equipment may cause to a clients 
vehicle once it has left Rooney’s premise. It is the 
responsibility of the driver to ensure all goods are 
safely loaded and are secure before leaving Rooney’s.

14. To facilitate with loading and off loading of customer 
collection orders please note the following times:

15. All orders being collected must be made before 
3.00pm - weekdays

16. All orders being returned must be made before 
4.00pm - weekdays

17. All orders on Saturday’s must be collected or 
returned by 11.00am

18. To facilitate in smooth deliveries of orders, goods 
maybe delivered a day early at no extra charge.

19. An additional hire charge of 50% per day of the 
‘hire charge’ will be charged on orders that are not 
returned by the return date.

20. Any goods returned in an unhygienic condition will 
attract a special cleaning charge.

21. No fires are to be made in or near Rooney’s 
Marquees / Tents / Gazebo’s. The smoke from fires, 
stain the fabric of the tents and cause dis-colouring. 
Any Marquee / Tent / Gazebo that is smoked will be 
charged for at replacement value of the fabric.

22. When erecting a marquee, stabilising pegs are 
driven into the ground - please ensure that any 
underground pipes or cables are clearly indicated 
to a Rooney’s Driver / Supervisor before installation 
takes place. Rooneys will not be responsible for any 
damaged pipes or cables or damage to any other 
property however such damage may be caused, 
including negligence on the part of any Rooney’s 
employees.

23. Cancellations by the Hirer less than 30 days prior to 
the delivery / supply date of your order will be subject 
to a 50% cancellation / surcharge fee of the total hire 
charge, Cancellation 7 days prior to the supply date 
will be subject to a 100% cancellation / surcharge fee 
of the total hire charge.

24. All delivery times given are estimates, Rooney’s 
cannot be held responsible for any delays beyond 
our control.

25. Rooney’s will only accept payments by cheque 14 
day’s prior to supply date, otherwise all payments 
must be made by RTGS, cash or bank guaranteed 

CONDITIONS FOR HIRE
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cheque.
26. Please note that no vinyl stickers or posters are to be 

stuck or glued on the PVC Walls or Roofs of Rooney’s 
Tents. There will be a special cleaning charge to 
remove vinyl or glue if this does occur. The charge 
will be determined on the area of PVC that needs to 
be cleaned.

27. Any site plan or drawing issued by Rooney’s remains 
the property of Rooney’s.

1. The client is responsible for clearing the goods 
into the country of final destination and any transit 
countries, and all associated costs. Rooney’s will be 
responsible for all clearing and costs associated with 
the Zambian Authorities.

2. The client will be responsible for supplying additional 
labour to help with the installation and dismantling 
of the Rooney’s equipment.

3. The client will supply accommodation for the 
Rooney’s crew.

4. Rooney’s cannot be held responsible for any delays / 
acts of God that may occur at the boarder (s) that are 
beyond their control, that may delay in the delivery 
of the goods.

5. Rooney’s will supply any necessary documentation 
that the client may need for customs and clearing 
on request.

5. Any goods that are returned after the due in date will 
attract an extra hire charge which will be deducted 
off your refundable deposit.

6. Plastic chairs on smooth surfaces are dangerous, 
please avoid this

7. Fire are not allowed in or near a marquee as this is 
not only a fire hazard, the smoke stains the fabric 
and can not be cleaned. All damaged marquees will 
be charged for.

8. When erecting a marquee, stabilizing pegs need 
to be driven into the ground. Rooney’s can not be 
held responsible for any damage that may occur 
to water pipes or under ground cables. Please 
before installation takes place indicated to our site 
supervisor where you think any cables or pipes may 
be as this could help avoid anything being damaged.

9. Please ensure you check in and out all items with 
our supervisors and everything is signed for.

10. If you do have any further questions on our terms 
and conditions of hire please feel free to contact a 
Manager at Rooney’s.

1. For any event it is recommend that you take out 
insurance for that event - please consult your 
Insurance Broker for further information.

2. All other suppliers to your event i.e. caters / bar 
service / sound and lighting etc should also have 
insurance for that particular event.

3. Please do not fold table cloths when they are wet 
or damp as this will cause mildew and will damage 
the linen.

4. Any linen with excess stains or marks will be charged 
for.

Additional Temporary Export Order Conditions:

Tips for when hiring for an event:

REASONS TO HIRE FROM US

PROUDLY ZAMBIAN 100% owned and operated
SERVICE We have been passionately serving our 
customers for over 60 years
ROONEY’S PUTS YOU FIRST With Rooney’s you are always 
Number One
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE Our experienced team of 
consultants are trained to meet your needs
QUALITY All equipment hired out is in superior condition
RELIABILITY You can rely on Rooney’s - We deliver our 
promise
SAFETY Rooney’s ensures the safest installation or our 
goods
PRODUCT RANGES Rooney’s has the widest and largest 
product range to suit everyone’s lifestyle
ALTERNATIVE QUOTATIONS Feel free to come in and 
discuss alternative quotations with us
THERE ARE NO SHORTCUTS Attention to detail is our 
speciality
UNIQUE SETTINGS Have your function in a unique venue
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